Write the letter of the best answer. Where noted, there is more than one answer.

1. Which president vetoed both the Freedmen's Bureau Act and the Civil Rights Act of 1866?
   a. Abraham Lincoln
   b. Andrew Johnson
   c. Ulysses S. Grant
   d. Rutherford B. Hayes

2. These members of the Republican Party left their Northern homes after the war and moved to the South.
   a. carpetbaggers
   b. scalawags
   c. African-Americans
   d. Radical Republicans

3. Farmers who kept a small portion of their crops and gave the rest to the landowners were known as
   a. tenant farmers.
   b. the planter class.
   c. sharecroppers.
   d. scalawags.

4. Which of the following abolished slavery in the North?
   a. the issuing of the Gettysburg Address
   b. the adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment
   c. the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus
   d. the issuing of the Emancipation Proclamation

5. The Radical Republicans believed that former slaves should
   a. not be granted citizenship.
   b. be granted citizenship, including the right to vote.
   c. be granted citizenship with the exception of the right to vote.
   d. be granted citizenship and voting rights in states that approved such legislation.

6. Which of the following protected the voting rights of all male citizens, regardless of their race, color, or having been a slave?
   a. black codes
   b. Thirteenth Amendment
   c. Fourteenth Amendment
   d. Fifteenth Amendment

7. Which of the following signaled the end of Reconstruction?
   a. the Compromise of 1877
   b. the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment
   c. the readmission to the Union of the first Southern states
   d. the readmission to the Union of the last Southern states
8. Match the person with his or her description.

   a. Thaddeus Stevens            d. Harriet Beecher Stowe
   b. John C. Calhoun             e. Stonewall Jackson
   c. Hiram Revels                f. William Tecumseh Sherman

   ____ 1. the first African-American U.S. senator
   ____ 2. Confederate general whose death resulted from his being mistakenly shot by his own men
   ____ 3. Radical Republican leader during Reconstruction
   ____ 4. led the fight against the Compromise of 1850
   ____ 5. the Union general who promised "40 acres and a mule" to freed slave families in the South
   ____ 6. wrote a novel that increased protests against the Fugitive Slave Act

9. Soon after Johnson took office, it was clear that his initial plans for Reconstruction would be

   a. destructive to the South.
   b. more radical than Lincoln's.
   c. similar to Lincoln's policies.
   d. widely supported in Congress.

10.

   a. divide the South into military districts.
   b. require Southern states to pass the Fourteenth Amendment.
   c. require Southern states to respect African-American voting rights.
   d. 

11. When the House of Representatives impeached Johnson, it

   a. removed him from office.
   b. formally accused him of wrongdoing.
   c. tried and acquitted him of wrongdoing.
   d. tried and convicted him of wrongdoing.
12. Match the person with his or her description.

a. Rutherford B. Hayes  d. Harriet Tubman
b. Abraham Lincoln  e. Ulysses S. Grant
c. Robert E. Lee  f. George McClellan

_____ 1. general who surrendered the Confederate Army to Union forces
_____ 2. president plagued by political scandals and a depression
_____ 3. conductor on the Underground Railroad
_____ 4. president whose inauguration marked the end of Reconstruction
_____ 5. Union general who, according to Lincoln, had "the slows"
_____ 6. Republican who won the presidency in 1860

13. At which of the following times did Southern African Americans have the best social conditions and exercise the most political power?

a. during the Civil War
b. during early Reconstruction
c. right after Reconstruction ended
d. 20 years after Reconstruction ended
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